C C 304C 3-INTRO TO ANCIENT EGYPT*
C C 348 11-ANCIENT EGYPT *
* Note: only one of the following may be counted: CC 304C 3-Intro to Ancient Egypt, and CC 348 11-Ancient Egypt.

ANS 301M 15-INTRODUCTION TO ISLAM
ANS 320 MODERN ISLAM & POP FICTION
ARA 130D ARABIC ACROSS DISCIPLINES
ARA 359K CONTEMPORARY WORLD CHALLENGES
ARA 360L ARAB GULF STATES IN 21ST C
ARA 360L ARABIC VOICES: POETRY TO RAP
ARA 360L SCI-FI/UTOPIA IN ARAB CULTURE
ARA 360L ARA READINGS CLASSCL ISL TXTS
ARA 360L QURANIC ARABIC
ARA 360L 5-EGYPTIAN CULTURE & SOCIETY
ARA 360L 6-ARAB POL SPEECHES WAR/PEACE
ARA 360L 8-READINGS ARABIC LITERATURE
ARA 360L 10-PALESTINE AND THE PALESTINIANS
ARH 328J ARTS OF ISLAM 650-1500
ARH 363 ART OF THE CRUSADES
C C 304C INTRO TO THE NEW TESTAMENT
C C 304C 3-INTRO TO ANCIENT EGYPT
C C 318 THE RISE OF CHRISTIANITY
C C 348 11-ANCIENT EGYPT
C C 348 17-EGYPT HIEROGLYPHICS CUL CTX
HEB 320L HEBREW ACROSS DISCIPLINES
HEB 320L HEBREW THROUGH THE MEDIA
HEB 346 INNOVATION & TECH IN ISRAEL
HEB 346 EXILE/STRANGENESS CONT HEB LIT
HIS 304R JUDISM, CHRISTIANITY, ISLAM (CTI 304, ISL 311 [2], JS S 311 [2], R S 304)
HIS 306N 5-MID EAST: ADJ/CHG MDRN TIME (GOV 314 [2], MES 301L)
HIS 306N 11-JEWISH CIV: 1492 TO PRESENT (EUS 306 [4], JS 304N, R S 313N)
HIS 331J HISTORY OF THE ARAB WORLD
HIS 331L MODERN IRAN
HIS 364G ISLAM EARLY MOD WORLD: REL/CULT (R S 358 [22], MES 343, ISL 372)
HIS 364G MID EAST HIST IN 100 OBJECTS (MES 343, ISL 373, ARH 363)
HIS 364G 3-THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS (CTI 375, AHC 330 [1], JS 364 [4], MEL 321 [17], MES 342 [23], R S 353D)
ISL 310 INTRODUCTION TO ISLAM
ISL 311 1-INTRO TO THE MIDDLE EAST: RELIGIOUS, CULTURAL, AND HIST FOUNDATIONS
ISL 311 2-JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY, ISLAM
ISL 340 ISLAMIC THEOLOGY
ISL 340 PILGRIMAGE NETWORKS AND ISLAM
ISL 340 ISLAMIC ETHICS
ISL 340 1-PROPHET OF ISLAM: HIS LIFE AND TIEMS
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ISL 340 2-THE QUR'AN
ISL 340 4-SUFISM AND ISLAMIC MYSTICISM
ISL 340 5-ISLAMIC LAW
ISL 340 7-ISLAMIC THEOLOGY
ISL 372 LITERATURE OF ISLAMOPHOBIA
ISL 372 MUSLIM SAINTHOOD PRACTICES
ISL 372 MUSLIM WOMEN IN POLITICS
ISL 372 SEX/SEXUALITY MUSLIM WORLD
ISL 372 2-VEILING IN THE MUSLIM WORLD
ISL 372 11-SACRED AND CEREMONIAL TEXTILES
ISL 372 12-MUSLIM WOMEN: PAST AND PRESENT I
ISL 372 13-MUSLIM WOMEN: PAST AND PRESENT II
ISL 372 22-FRENCH EMP: THE WEST/ISLAM
ISL 372 23-MUSLIM WOMEN IN POLITICS
ISL 373 ARTS OF ISLAM, 650-1500
ISL 373 ARTS OF ISLAM: CALIPHS-SULTANS
ISL 373 GRAFFITI/POSTER ART: ISLAM WORLD
ISL 373 4-THE ARABIAN NIGHTS
ISL 373 5-MODERN EGYPT: A HISTORY
ISL 373 10-IRANIAN CULTURE
ISL 373 12-RUMI AND PERSIAN SUFI TRAD
ISL 373 15-GENDER/ART IN MUSLIM WORLD
ISL 373 16-PERSIAN ART: PAST & PRESENT
ISL 373 17-GRAF/PSTR ART: ISLAM WORLD
J S 304M JEWISH CIV: BEGIN TO 1492
J S 304N JEWISH CIV: 1492 TO PRESENT
J S 311 ISRAEL/LAT AM/JEWISH DIASPORA
J S 311 ISRAEL: SPACE/PLACE/LANDSCAPE
J S 311 ISRAELI POL/SOCTY: PAST/PRES
J S 311 4-INTRO TO THE OLD TESTAMENT
J S 363 IN SEARCH OF KING DAVID
J S 363 MYSTICISM IN RABBINIC JUDAISM
J S 363 3-FILM ADAPTATIONS OF ISRAELI LITERATURE
J S 363 18-JERUSALEM IN ISRAELI LITERATURE
J S 364 DEVEL OF ISRAELI CONSTNL LAW
J S 364 IMMIGRATION TO ISRAELI SOCIETY
J S 364 JEWS OF EASTERN EUROPE
J S 364 4-THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS
J S 365 ISRAELI BUSN LAW & FRGN INVEST
J S 365 JEWISH IMMIGR EXPER: 1880-1920
J S 365C MULTICULTURAL ISRAEL (THIS WAS PREVIOUSLY “J S 365”)
J S 365 PERSONAL NARRS: JEWS/PALESTINS
J S 365 STATE AND RELIGION IN ISRAEL
J S 365 3-JEWISH COMMUNITIES IN THE MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA
J S 365 10-ISRAEL: SOCIETY & POLITICS
MEL 301 GATEWAY TO THE MIDDLE EAST
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MEL 321 ARTS OF ISLAM: CALIPHS-SULTANS
MEL 321 CAIRO COSMOPOLITAN
MEL 321 IRANIAN FICTION
MEL 321 ISLAMIC THEOLOGY
MEL 321 SACRED & CEREMONIAL TEXTILES
MEL 321 TURKS IN EUROPE
MEL 321 ABRAHAM & ABRAHAMIC RELIGIONS
MEL 321 DAILY LIFE IN ANTIQUE EGYPT
MEL 321 LIT/MEDIA ARAB SPRING
MEL 321 ANGEL/DEMON/MAGIC EARLY CEN
MEL 321 CLASSIC LYRIC POEMS
MEL 321 MIDDLE EASTERN FILM COMEDY
MEL 321 9 - THE QUR’AN
MEL 321 20 - IRANIAN CULTURE
MEL 321 26 - RELIGIONS OF MIDDLE EAST
MEL 321 29 - DAILY LIFE IN ANTIQUE EGYPT
MEL 321 35 - PERISAN ART: PAST & PRESENT
MEL 321 38 - RUMI AND PERSIAN SUFI TRAD
MEL 321 31 - GENDER/ART IN MUSLIM WORLD
MEL 321 35 - PERISAN ART: PAST & PRESENT
MEL 323 ENGAGING THE MIDDLE EAST
MES 301K INTRO M EAST: REL/CUL/HIST FND
MES 301L INTRO TO THE MIDDLE EAST: ADJUSTMENT AND CHANGE IN MODERN TIMES
MES 310 INTRO TO MUS IN WORLD CULTURES
MES 310 ISRAEL: SPACE/PLACE/LANDSCAPE
MES 310 INTRO MODERN NORTH AFRICA
MES 310 4 - SOC TRANSFORMATION LOV/RLTSHPS
MES 310 5 - INTRO MUS IN WORLD CULTURES
MES 310 6 - JEWISH CIV: BEGIN TO 1492
MES 310L MID EAST: ADJ/CHG MDRN TIME
MES 331C HISTORY OF THE OTTOMAN EMPIRE
MES 334C MUSIC CULTURES OF THE MIDDLE EAST, PAST AND PRESENT
MES 341 CONTEMP POLITICS IN MID EAST
MES 341 GENDER POLIT IN ISLAMIC WORLD
MES 341 IMMIGRATION TO ISRAELI SOCIETY
MES 341 ISRAELI PEACE & SOCIAL JUSTICE
MES 341 MULTICULTURAL ISRAEL
MES 341 RESPONDING TO TERROR IN ISRAEL
MES 341 SUICIDE TERRORISM
MES 341 AUTHORITARIANISM
MES 341 1 - GEOGRAPHY OF THE MIDDLE EAST
MES 341 5 - ARAB-ISRAELI POLITICS
MES 341 6 - NEGOTIATING URBANIZATION: TURKY
MES 342 ABRAHAM & ABRAHAMIC RELIGIONS
MES 342 ANCIENT ISRAEL: JUDGES
MES 342 ART AND ARCH OF LATE ANTIQUITY
MES 342 ART/ARCHEO ANCIENT NEAR EAST
MES 342 ARTS OF ISLAM: 1500-PRESENT
MES 342 ARTS OF ISLAM: CALIPHS-SULTANS
MES 342 CONTEMP MIDDLE EASTERN CINEMA
MES 342 DAILY LIFE IN ANCIENT EGYPT
MES 342 GENDER AND ART IN MUSLIM WORLD
MES 342 INTRO TO MUSIC OF MIDDLE EAST
MES 342 IRANIAN CULTURE
MES 342 ISRAEL/PALESTINE: CULTRL PERSP
MES 342 MID EAST IN WORLD POETRY
MES 342 MINORITIES IN ISRAEL
MES 342 PERSIAN ART: PAST AND PRESENT
MES 342 RUMI & PERSIAN SUFI TRADITION
MES 342 YOUTH CULTURE IN IRAN
MES 342 JEWISH/HEBREW/ISRAELI THEATER
MES 342 FORUGH FARROKHZAD/HER PTRY
MES 342 1-INTRO TO ARABIC LITERATURE
MES 342 2-LOYALTY AND REBELLION IN ARABIC LITERATURE
MES 342 3-MEMORY AND IDENTITY IN ANCIENT ARABIA
MES 342 5-INTRO TO ISRAELI LITERATURE
MES 342 6-LOVE AND THE STATE IN CONTEMPORARY ISRAELI LITERATURE
MES 342 7-POSTMODERNIST ISRAELI LITERATURE
MES 342 8-THE SACRED AND THE SECULAR IN CONTEMPORARY JEWISH LITERATURE
MES 342 10-PERSIAN LITERATURE, PAST AND PRESENT
MES 342 11-IRANIAN WOMEN WRITERS
MES 342 12-IMAGES OF THE WEST AND WESTERNERS IN PERSIAN FICTION
MES 342 13-IRANIAN LITERATURE IN EXILE
MES 342 14-IRANIAN FILM AND FICTION
MES 342 15-CLASSICAL ISLAMIC STUDIES
MES 342 17-ENVISN MUSLIM:MID AGE/TODAY
MES 342 18-SARACENS IN MEDIEVAL LITERATURE
MES 342 19-SELF-REVLATN WOMEN’S WRTG
MES 342 23-THE DEAD SEA SCROLLS
MES 342 24-SUFISM & ISLAMIC MYSTICISM
MES 342 27-ISLAMIC LAW
MES 342 28-GNDR IN NORTH & WEST AFRICA
MES 342 30-IRANIAN CULTURE
MES 342 31-PALESTINE & PALESTINIANS
MES 342 32-WOMEN FILMMAKRS IN MID EAST
MES 342 34-RELIGIONS OF THE MIDDLE EAST
MES 342 37-BIBLICAL PROPHECY
MES 343 HISTORY OF PILGRIMAGE TO MECCA
MES 343 ISLAM EARLY MOD WORLD: REL/CULT
MES 343 ISRAELI INTELLIGENCE/ESPIONAGE
MES 343 JEWISH DIASPORA AMERS/PALESTIN
MES 343 JEWISH HISTORIES OF MID EAST
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MES 343 PALESTINE MANDATE
MES 343 ARABS/VIKINGS ART CULTURE
MES 343 1-MODERN EGYPT: A HISTORY
MES 343 2-REFORMING THE ARAB EAST, 1914-PRESENT
MES 343 3-HISTORY OF IRAN TO 1800
MES 343 5-MEDIEVAL ISLAM: FAITH AND HISTORY
MES 343 6-MODERN IRAN
PRS 329 READINGS: MODERN PERSIAN LIT
PRS 329 ADV PERS THRU SHORT STORIES
PRS 329 8-IRANIAN CINEMA
PRS 329 9-MEDIA PERSIAN
PRS 329 7-CLASSICS OF PERSIAN POETRY
PRS 329 7-PERSIAN ACROSS DISCIPLINES
RS 304 JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY, ISLAM
RS 313 INTRO TO THE HEBREW BIBLE
RS 314K MID EAST: REL/CUL/HIST FND
RS 318 THE RISE OF CHRISTIANITY
RS 353 THE FIVE BOOKS OF MOSES
RS 353 DEBATING GENISIS
RS 358 SAINTS & SHRINES IN ISLAM
RS 358C ISLAM AND POLITICS (previously listed as “RS 358”)
RS 375S THE CRUSADES
SOC 336G GENDER POLITICS IN THE ISLAMIC WORLD
TUR 130D TURKISH ACROSS DISCIPLINES